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Abstract. With the continuous improvement of the network environmental circumstance, the enterprise is expected to exchange the information rapidly and effectively. Based on this actual background, the enterprise flat mode has been researched in this study, to replace the traditional pyramid management mode. As referred to the definition of the enterprise flat mode, the “five targets” mode is presented in this study, based on which the enterprise manager level can enlarge the span of control, decrease the manage steps and plan the enterprise sources to achieve the rapid and efficient management.

Introduction

With the continuous improvement of the network environmental circumstance, the information exchange between the upper levels and lower levels becomes more and more prompt, which makes the enterprise managers can generate coping strategy based on the environmental variation [1]. Under this circumstance, the fluent instruction transmission makes the middle management level become less important, and the enterprise functional departments intersection and merge becomes more and more widespread [2]. As a result, the enterprise organizational structure becomes more and more flat, and the flat management mode is the inevitable for the enterprise development [3].

Based on the enterprise development process, the organization reform is the integration of process, organization, manpower reform and the innovate application of information technology, which is reflected by some soft factors like staff’s interrelationship [4], value, motivation and so on. As a result, the development of network economy promotes enterprises to redesign the traditional pyramid multi-level organization structure, and to strengthen information exchange and the merge of different departments, which can raise the enterprise management level further [5].

The enterprise organizational activities contain the capital flow, information flow and the affair flow, all of which requires the enterprises to work with high efficiency and make rapid response to the rapidly changing internal and external environment [6]. The network economy era has many notable features include more and more detailed division of labor and more and increasingly rapid development speed, which requires the enterprises to make rapid response to the environmental variation. The enterprise management efficiency depends on the network economical system perfection level, and the requirements for the staff’s quality become more and more strict [7]. As a result, the development of network economy would promote the enterprise organization reform greatly, and the improvement in organization operational efficiency and response speed is inevitable requirement for the enterprise’s future development. Under this background, the enterprise organization structure flexibility and efficiency need to be improved constantly[8], to make the enterprises adapt to the market variation more flexibly and make the communication between different departments more convenient.

The rapid development of network economy provides more efficient communication way for enterprise’s management and operation, a more stable platform for enterprise’s internal and external information sharing, and more solution for the enterprise’s internal business process reform [9]. As a result, the network economy is usually regarded as the enabler and promoter for the enterprise’s reform. However, the enterprise’s reform not only depends on the rapid development of the network economy, but also on the enterprise’s ability to make full use of the new opportunities.
economy, but also a series of soft factors such as enterprise culture and the staff role awareness [10]. The simple automation is not enough for the reform in the enterprise operational process, and the form of operation, coordination mechanism as well as the culture atmosphere are the fundamental guarantees for the expected process performance [11].

### Enterprise Flat Management Mode

The enterprise flat management mode is based on the enterprise’s practical situation to remove the unnecessary management level existing in the pyramid management mode, which aims to improve the administrative efficiency by enlarging span of control, braking the boundaries between different departments and concentrating efforts to solve difficulties [12]. Based on the aforementioned flat management mode concept, the enterprise flat management “five targets” mode is presented in this study, based on which the enterprise manager level can enlarge the span of control, decrease the manage steps and plan the enterprise sources to achieve the rapid and efficient management mode. The schematic diagram of the enterprise flat management “five targets” mode is shown in Fig.1:

![Fig.1. Flat management “five targets” mode](image)

**Management Systematization.** The pyramid feudal hierarchy has bounded the managements' thinking for a long period, and most middle managers undertake less liabilities and risks under the strict pyramid management mode. As a result, the middle manager usually hinder the implement of the enterprise flat management mode, who are the people with vested interests. Based on this current status, breaking the original middle management level is unavoidable for implementing the flat management, which can be helpful for the enterprises to adapt to the market variation based on the optimized systematic structure, and form the flattening management system concept further [13].

**Process Flattening.** In the network economic era, it is necessary for the enterprises to make rapid response to the internal and external environmental variation, which not only depends on the flattening organizational structure, but also the flattening business process [14]. In other words, the enterprise flat management means that each post would acquire a score of the management process, based on which the staff can know what to do next immediately. The enterprise management process flattening design should be based on the enterprise’s overall business goals and the principle of making the process as simple as possible, to generate the less management positions, and to define the concise operation process of each management position. Based on this principle, the optimized working process should be implemented, and the corresponding business can be supervised.

**Rights and Liabilities Symmetrization.** The flattening is one of the mainstream ways for the enterprise organization reform in the network economy era, and the features of the flattening include
less organization levels and larger organization management span, which can avoid the generation of some problems such as dull reaction and bureaucracy, to make the enterprises respond to the market variation better. However, the traditional centralized management style makes the liabilities and rights undertaken by enterprises are extremely asymmetric. With respect to many enterprises’ organization structure reform, even if the vertical management levels are decreased, the transverse functional departments and the original duty boundaries make the effect of organization reform reduced greatly, and the staffs’ belief in the organization reform can even be influenced greatly [15]. Therefore, the flattening management must be achieved by the way of controlled decentralization, namely the management style that the decentralization is prior and the centralization is lower. The goal of decentralization is to make the simplified management levels acquire the independent decision-making right and management right, and to encourage subordinates undertake more liabilities to achieve the expected business targets. The goal of centralization is to achieve real time monitoring for the each department, and make correction once the process and decision are not implemented strictly, which can be helpful for adjusting some local deviations. Based on the aforementioned analysis, the enterprise can truly achieve the rights and liabilities symmetrization and staff’s can give full play to their initiative.

**Enterprise Culture.** The excellent enterprise culture can generate favorable enterprise environment, which can improve staffs’ cultural literacy and moral standard to form the cohesion, centripetal force and constraining force, and therfore the enterprise culture is indispensable spirit power. In the flat management, the enterprise’s culture generation and improvement are extremely important, because selecting and appointing cadres is a matter of primary, which is based on the constructed enterprise culture.

**Networking.** In the era of network economy, the market changes rapidly and the chance fleets easily, which requires the enterprise to make response rapidly. As a result, the enterprise reform has to depend on the development of Internet technology, which can help enterprises integrate the internal sources and analyze the market’s variation. Based on this development, the enterprise’s instructions can pass to each staff with different levels, and it can make the direct and indirect management activities more efficient.

**Summary**

The enterprise management risk constantly changes with the development of network economy, which has shown different hazards in different periods. As a result, it is necessary for the enterprise managers to transform the enterprise management from traditional pyramid management mode to flat management mode. Based on this background, this study focuses on the risk environmental factors in the process of analyzing the enterprise management risk, where the enterprise management risk is divided into two groups of the management risks caused by the internal and external environmental factors. Based on the definition of the enterprise flat mode, the “five targets” management mode is derived at first, based on which the enterprise manager level can enlarge the span of control, decrease the manage steps and plan the enterprise sources to achieve the rapid and efficient management mode. In general, the current status of enterprise management risk has been analyzed in detail in this study, and a novel enterprise management mode has been presented to replace the traditional pyramid management mode, which are both significant for the enterprise risk management under the Network Economy circumstance.
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